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VIVALDA

Showcasing Norwich living at its best

Materials:     3,500m2 Marley Eternit EQUITONE Tectiva (Chalk &  
Mineral Black) & Pictura in several colours 

Fixing System:    Rivet fixed to aluminum and screw fix to timber - Nvelope 
    Matching fixings from Marley Eternit 

Architect:    Grafix Architecture  

Main Contractor:   RG Carter

Brief:       A competitively priced cladding system to be delivered onto 
site in several phases     

Challenges:    With restricted space on-site, a ‘multi-call off’ was needed  
    with exact palletisation for each drop.

How VIVALDA helped:     With ample storage facilities at our London warehouse, 
VIVALDA were able to cut panels to size and store until 
required by the on-site installer.     
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Project:  The Bridge, Wherry Road 
Norwich 
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The impressive new residential build ‘The 
Bridge’ development on Wherry Road, 
Norwich is a central part of the city’s 
regeneration. Sitting proudly on the banks 
of the river on a previously dis-used 
industrial site, the grey tones of EQUITONE’s 
Tectiva panels work well to create a clean 
and modern building. 

Marley Eternit’s EQUITONE Tectiva was 
the façade that fitted the bill as it fulfilled 
all the necessary aesthetic requirements 
needed, including matching Marley Eternit 
fixings, which offered a seamless look to the 
building. This fibre cement, through-colour 
cladding boasts an expected life expectancy 
in excess of 50 years and has class O fire 
performance. An important consideration to 
ensure longevity and safety of the external 
façade. EQUITONE panels further stand 
up to harsh weather elements and offers 
the advantage of being light-weight, again 
an important factor for high-rise builds, 
supporting the ease of installation. 

EQUITONE Pictura in Pale Orange, Powder 
Yellow, Bright Green, Volcanic Red and Sky 
Blue were additionally used to add pockets 
of colour to the building. 

VIVALDA London were supplier 
of choice, based on our customers 
trust and long-term relationship formed 
through previous joint-venture projects. 

VIVALDA’s in-house optimisation tools 
additionally make it an easy decision for 
our customers to rely on us, as we have the 
ability to determine optimal panel numbers 
and aim for the minimum wastage outcome 
possible.   
 
Due to the limited space on site it was 
important that VIVALDA were able to hold 
stock before it was delivered over the 
course of the project. Palletisation was a 
key requirement, as the pallets needed to 
be arranged according to the elevation to 
avoid unnecessary space and time wasted 
on-site. 

Overcoming site conditions through 
multiple delivery drops and pre-fabrication 
meant the project ran smoothly, with the 
avoidance of any on-site cutting and errors, 
making the project cost-effective for the 
client.  

VIVALDA is the UK’s No.1 distributor of external cladding panels, building boards and 
fixing systems. Our bespoke fabrication services means we are able to shape, drill, bevel, 
cut and finish to almost any specification. All delivered to site on time and on budget.
VIVALDA are highly experienced in the housing sector, supporting social, regeneration 
and new development housing projects across the country. 

Contact VIVALDA today for your next project.

Featured products in this casestudy

VIVALDA were able to offer a competitively priced cladding 
solution for the client, thanks to our close partnership with 
Marley Eternit. The full EQUITONE range offers A2 fire 
protection in accordance to European standards EN 13501-1.   
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